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Australasian Net Solutions Workshop
Albert’s Column
I was lucky enough to be invited to the
Southern Seabird Solutions Trust (SSS)
workshop in Christchurch to stick my
beak into ideas for reducing the risk of
my ‘cousins’ getting all ‘tangled-up’ in
those trawl and set-nets! This is an area
where the cousins still come to a sticky
end and mitigation options are currently
pretty few.
The workshop was a great idea by SSS,
bringing together experts from around
the world to discuss issues and try to
come up with mitigation solutions! There
was a good mix of experienced
fishermen as well as seabird and
science based expertise, and while
some ideas were ‘bit out there’, others
are worth serious consideration.
Participants are now gathering more
information on each of the eight voted
“most likely” proposals, hopefully some
of which will end up being trialled at
sea.
One of my favourites was the use of
‘drones’, yes you heard me right,
drones, to scare off the cousins and
stop net captures! It just goes to show
what a difficult assignment it is, what!? I
reckon it got into the top eight because I
held up both wings! Twice! If they ever
figure out how to deploy and fly drones
off the back of trawlers in 50 knots and
6 m swell, in the Southern Ocean, to
‘chase-us-off‘ those trawl nets, I will eat
my tail feathers! All trawlers will need to
have a 14 year old boy on the crew to fly
it, What!!?
My long range, Royal-Fighter-Scouts,
will out-fly a drone, forcing them to land
back at HQ. We will re-programme and
re-arm them; then I will have the long
range strike-power, that packs a punch,
what?! I need to ring ‘Obama’ for advice,
he’s always deploying these drones. I
can hardly hold back the excitement of
getting a few million $$$ drones to play
with! Now the easy bit....getting those
chattering classes in Wellington to fund
it. shouldn’t be a problem, what!

Chow Albert

The Southern Seabird Solutions Trust
(SSS) hosted a two-day technical
workshop in Christchurch late last year to
identify new operational or technical
measures for reducing the risk to seabirds
from gill and trawl nets. Eighteen people
participated in the workshop included
individuals from gillnet and trawl fishing
companies, skippers, fisheries consultants,
seabird scientists, New Zealand and
Australian government officials, research
companies, conservation NGOs and a
fishing net manufacturer. The project was
sponsored by the Convention on
Migratory Species (CMS), the Deepwater
Group Ltd and the NZ Ministry for
Primary Industries. Many organisations
and companies provided in kind support
for the workshop by covering the travel
and other costs of participants. Net
captures in particular are a major part of
deepwater trawl seabird mortalities as warp
scarers, such as tori lines, do not fix this
problem.
Fishermen involved in trawl or gill net
fishing method have few practical or
technical options available for preventing
seabird mortalities. Current measures that
are practiced in some gillnet fisheries
include holding offal on board when nets
are being shot away or hauled, staying with
the net to remove any seabirds that are
caught, minimising soak time of the net,
and only using nets in low seabird risk
areas or at low risk times. Measures used
in some trawl fisheries include limiting or
stopping offal discharge when shooting or
hauling the net, removing “stickers” (fish
caught in the mesh) and net binding when
shooting the trawl. None of these
measures is wholly effective, most relying
on reducing the time seabirds have
interacting with the gear.....there is not
much in the way of hardware or devices to
reduce seabird interactions. Safe, practical,
cost effective solutions still need to be
found. In recognition of this, SSS hosted
the technical-brainstorming workshop to
identify new mitigation ideas suitable for
development and testing.
How Net Capture Occurs
In trawl nets: For smaller birds, by diving

and swimming into the mouth of the net
most often during hauling or by becoming
caught by the scissor movement of the
nets bigger meshes while searching for fish
in the trawl. Often bigger birds become
caught or entangled in the meshes in the
upper wings of the net when it is being
hauled. Rough sea conditions can also
increase the risk of this and often 30-40%
of these captures are released alive. Offal
discharge when hauling will also bring
larger birds in to the hauling area risk of
entanglement in larger meshes
In Gillnets: It is not clear whether seabirds
are attracted to nets by fish that have been
caught, or in penguins case, are simply
unable to detect the net and accidentally
swim into them, during the period the net
is fishing and seabirds become caught
underwater. Unless the net is being
watched and the seabird is immediately
released, this type of capture event usually
results in mortality. During the haul when
seabirds are caught at or just below the
surface or once the net is in the air
between vessel and water, seabirds are
brought onboard alive in these
circumstances. Offal being disposed of
during shooting and hauling or offal
floating in the vicinity of a net in the water
increases the risk, also the aerial extent of
the net during deployment and hauling.
Participants came up with a wide range of
ideas, and these were prioritised against a
set of criteria. A short list of ideas will then
be considered in more detail over the
following months, to see if any are worthy
of sea trials etc. The eight ideas that
participants felt held the most promise
(but with reservations of course) were:
For trawl:
Net Choke, Restricting the mouth of the
net. A noose that is threaded around the
circumference of the mouth of the net that
can be winched tight once the trawl doors
come up this system is proposed to work
on both mid water and bottom trawls,
once the net has been ‘choked’, any
seabirds (or marine mammals) would be
unable to enter but also any already in
there would be unable to escape

Laser beam pointing towards the mouth
of the trawl net. Lasers mounted high
on the stern and pointing in a downwards direction towards the mouth of
the net. SaveWave and Mustad have
recently developed a new laser and
acoustic system using a high-energy
sound source and new-patented laser
technology
Drones that fly over the mouth of the
net. Drone technology is rapidly
evolving and drones are already used in
a range of industries (including farming
and fishing). The concept is to fly one
or more drones over the net mouth to
scare seabirds away, also able to film
bird activity around the vessel fishing
gear.
Mesh colour that is more visible to
seabirds. A similar process needs to be
followed as with gillnets; once mesh
colour is investigated for gill nets,
consider application to trawl nets.
For gillnets:

Who’s my cousin?

Gillnet roller; that shortens the time the
gillnet is on the surface or in the air. Net
rollers (and net tubes) are already used in
some net fishing operations (e.g. North
American salmon fishery) reducing the
height and aerial extent of the netting.

seabirds to discern different colours, and
the effect of increasing water depth on the
colour spectrum. Red mesh was
considered a priority for testing, because
red is the first colour to disappear in the
water column. This would mean the nets
would probably be visible to seabirds near
the surface but invisible to fish such as
mullet or rig at fishing depth.

This method could reduce the risk to
seabirds during setting and shooting and
In the end each concept needs to pass the
also reduces the risk of fish falling out of
test of ‘reasonableness’; safe (for vessel/
the net on hauling.
crew and for the animal) practical,
Mesh size/Net height;
effective and cost effective!
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It may be possible to have a lower head
height for nets without affecting fish
catch. Presumably this would mean that
seabirds would be less likely to get caught.
Mesh size (both diameter of the mesh and
size of the mesh holes) may also have a
bearing on the likelihood of seabirds
getting entangled, but changing mesh is
more likely to negatively affect fish catch!
Acoustic pingers to alert seabirds of the
presence of the net. There is a range of
pingers available now, aimed at marine
mammal (dolphin) mitigation, more
information is required on seabird hearing
frequency’s.
Pingers were proposed as a means of
alerting seabirds to the presence of a net
(rather than as a deterrent).

Last Month’s Cousin:
Salvin’s Mollymawk
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Mesh colour that is more visible to
seabirds. Depends on two things:
differences in the ability of fish and

Did You Know?
Fairy prion’s are the smallest of all
prions, (25cm) also one of the most
abundant petrel species.
Pale blue with broad dark tips to the
tail and a small bluish bill, has a bold
‘M’ shape across upper wings.
Not frequent vessel followers, but
sometimes attracted by lights of
vessels at anchor.
Found throughout the oceans and
coastal areas in the southern
hemisphere.
Breeding sites in NZ on a number of
offshore islands from the Poor
Knights south to the Snares, they
breed Oct to Feb with one egg in
burrow, often in large colonies.
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